
 
 
 

We thank the reviewers for their constructive critic. We have responded to all 
comments (displayed in italic) and adjusted our manuscript accordingly.  

In summary we: 

- run more simulations and added another section that investigates the importance 
of resolving extremes.  

- We discuss more our dynamics runs without the surface elevation feedback. 

-moved some figures from the SI to the main part to improve readability 

-identify more clearly the difference of our experiment in comparison to the one of 
Delhasse et al. and compare to them in the discussion part as they have included 
extremes as well,  

- discuss in more detail our results and add the role of the surface elevation 
feedback 

- rephrase our conclusion and hope to that the discussion and conclusion are 
readable to a broader audience.  

 

Reviewer2 

 

The following is a review of, “Effects of extreme melt events on ice flow and sea 
level rise of the Greenland Ice Sheet” by Beckmann and Winkelmann. 

  

This manuscript presents a study of the sensitivity of a Greenland Ice Sheet model 
to an increased frequency of extreme temperature events in century-scale future 
projections. The authors design a suite of experiments, in which they the 
frequency and intensity of events in simulations through the year 2300.  To 
initialize the experiments and spin up the dynamic state of the present-day ice 
sheet, PISM is run through the last glacial cycle.  Then, a number of dynamic and 
surface mass balance (SMB) parameters are calibrated to best fit total ice sheet 
mass change over the recent historical period.  The authors present global mean 
sea level contribution results with consideration to SMB forcing only, SMB and 
dynamics without surface elevation feedback, and a fully dynamic ice response. 
These experiments illustrate a strong intensification of ice elevation feedbacks 
after 2100 in response to more frequent high-temperature events, where more 



 
 
 

frequent and intense events promote increases in interior ice velocities and overall 
ice sheet mass loss.  

  

These types of experiments are an important contribution to the characterization 
of uncertainties in future projections of Greenland Ice Sheet mass balance, as very 
few studies have investigated the response of ice sheet dynamics to shifts in 
natural variability.  For this reason, I find that the authors offer valuable insight 
into the sensitivity of ice sheet dynamics and elevation feedbacks, and into the 
significance of simulating atmosphere-surface-ice sheet interactions properly. 
However, I am not convinced that the authors sufficiently introduce, present, and 
discuss their study, and I think there are a number of improvements needed to 
better communicate their results to the general cryosphere science 
community.  Therefore, I support publication of this manuscript but after major 
revisions. 

  

I have a number of general concerns, which are listed below: 

  

• This study is introduced as a follow-on to Delhasse et al., 2018. While the 
Delhasse paper is certainly part of the justification for the experiments 
presented here, it pertains to a much different question, related to 
atmospheric circulation and blocking patterns that drive extreme melt 
events on Greenland Ice Sheet.  Because the study presented here does 
not investigate any shifts in the spatial regime of SMB, but only tests 
increases in continental temperature anomalies, I urge the authors to 
revise 1) either how the manuscript is introduced and conclusions 
presented so that they more accurately support experiments designed to 
study the effects of extreme increases of temperature of the ice sheet or 
2) the experiments themselves so that they use forcing in some way 
derived from the Delhasse et al. paper.  The current version of the 
manuscript is framed as a study of both the quantification of how the 
SMB changes from increased blocking events alters ice dynamics and of 
how the frequency and intensity of thermal warming events affects 
dynamic response. Unfortunately, I am not convinced that it fully 
investigates either, and the current message seems scattered.  See more 
specific comments below. 

Agreed, we now changed the wording in our introduction to clearly separate our 
work from the one of Delhasse et al.,2018. We write now: 



 
 
 

In a first study Delhasse et al. (2018) assesses the potential influence of an ongoing 
negative summer NAO under future warming. They simulated the observed 
circulation pattern from 2000 until 2017, repeatedly until until mid of this century, 
but with continuous warming at the boundary conditions. Thus they forced the 
atmosphere to the negative summer NAO and found a potential doubling of SMB 
loss compared to experiments with the same warming as boundary condition but 
no negative summer NAO. This approach estimates how such atmospheric 
conditions lead to generally warmer summers and include of course extreme 
summers as in e.g. 2012. However, this study does not disentangle the effect of the 
extremes alone and is limited to SMB changes only, neglecting the dynamic 
response of the ice sheet. 

• iIf the main goal is to test the effects of extreme melt events on the ice sheet 
dynamics, and the experimental design is designed to test the effect of 
variability (as argued in e.g. lines 343-345), then the authors should consider 
imposing variability in a way that does not perturb the mean SMB forcing. That 
is, they could compare a run forced with temperature change spread over the 
entire year and compare that to the response to the change concentrated 
within one month (July).  These simulations would more pointedly explore the 
effect of extreme events on ice dynamics (as opposed to testing the response to 
just adding more overall accumulated warming throughout the simulation).  If 
the main focus is to instead investigate the ice dynamic response to SMB 
change resulting from increased warm events that may be missing from future 
projections, then is no need to design experiments that contain a varying 
regular frequency of extreme events, but instead the authors could investigate 
the ice dynamic response to something akin to the magnitude of SMB change 
that Delhasse et al., 2018 suggest could result from a persistent blocking 
pattern (i.e. 2000–2016 climate).  Addition of a distinctly stated scientific 
question with targeted experiments would improve clarity on which are the 
intended goals of the study.  This may be able to be accomplished with the 
current simulations, but reorganization and reframing of the text to support the 
current experimental design would be needed.  Doing so would strengthen the 
manuscript greatly and make it more accessible to a broader audience.  

We agree with the reviewer and undertook a new set of experiments in which 
extreme runs are compared to runs that have the same mean temperature 
but not resolve the variability on a monthly time steps. We introduced a new 
result section and added the results  (3.5 Resolving extremes) in the abstract 
and conclusion, as they strengthen the manuscript.  

  

• The manuscript is written for a specific audience and assumes the reader has 
an extensive knowledge of ice sheet atmospheric and dynamic modeling. While 
this is acceptable to a certain extent, I would like to see the authors rework the 



 
 
 

manuscript so that it can be accessible to a broader audience in the cryosphere 
science audience. Currently, I think that even ice sheet modeling experts will 
need to read the manuscript multiple times to really grasp what the results are 
suggesting.  Extension of the discussion to help lead the reader through the 
implication of the results, especially with regards to pointing out the extensive 
impact that surface elevation feedback has on the simulations would 
strengthen the manuscript.  Also, because elevation feedback is so important, a 
description of how the model simulates such feedback should be included in 
the introduction or supplement in some way.  Finally, including some equations 
that describe the physical response of ice to a change in surface slope (in the 
methods or supplement) would serve to support an extended discussion and 
the current description of ice dynamic response within the results. 

 Our main purpose of this paper is to give an estimate of future SLR if extremes 
were to be considered. We think we make that quite clear in the introduction part.  

We have rewritten the discussion and result part and hope the result a more clearly 
now. We also added a part in the methods, ich which we describe were how the 
melt elevation feedback is simulated. 

 “PISM can simulate the melt elevation feedback by including a temperature 
correction for lowering surfaces. For this modelling option, the difference of surface 
elevation to the initial state is calculated and temperature is corrected with a lapse 
rate of 6◦C per km. The corrected temperatures then modulate the SMB output via 
the PDD model accordingly”. 

• There are a number of inconsistencies in figure legends and within the text, with 
regards to how simulations and forcing are references. For instance, please 
keep acronyms, and especially their capitalization consistent throughout the 
manuscript and the supplement (e.g. GrIS and MIROC5). Also, especially in the 
supplement, since there is very little text currently describing the figures, please 
either expand the captions or add some additional text sections to specifically 
describe what each figure is, and possible a take home message for 
each.  Finally, within the text, just MIROC5 is often used to describe the forcing, 
but my understanding is that it is actually MAR-MIROC5. The correct description 
of the forcing should be used every time, so that it is clear to the reader what 
product is actually being used. 

We used MAR-MIROC5 to derive our MIROC5 scalar temperature field. We therefore 
use MIROC5 when we talk about our forcing and continue using it. When comparing 
out results to MAR, we use MAR-MIROC5. 

We checked all Acronyms for consistency.  

  



 
 
 

Specific comments/questions/suggestions: 

  

Abstract: Please mention within the abstract which future scenario is being used 
for the projections.  

 DONE 

Abstract: Since the future SMB is self-imposed by the experimental design 
(hypothetical changes in intensity and frequency for events), total numbers 
reported in the abstract in terms of sea level contribution do not have significant 
meaning to the reader, and are a bit misleading.  Perhaps, you could report 
percent contribution from ice dynamics specifically with respect to its forcing (e.g. 
percent change in warming)?  Or perhaps another diagnostic that is more 
appropriate and better represents the study results?  

Abstract: Mentioning that surface elevation feedback is very important would also 
be appropriate here since it is a major finding of the study. 

 

We added the relative changes an added ; ”Thereby it is crucial to resolve extremes 
on a high temporal resolution. Overall, the melt-elevation feedback amplifies 
melting and leads to an additional surface mass loss while the induced thinning 
reduces the driving stress and decreases surface velocities, dampening ice loss. 

  

Line 15: sea level rise -> global mean sea level rise 

Done.  

Line 30: Isn’t this true only if 1 heatwave can happen per year? 

 We don’t know what the reviewer means. Probability was determined by calculating 
the number of heat waves divided the total number of observed years so not only 
for one year.  

Line 31:  Please define for the reader what your criteria is for an extreme melt 
event.  

 We explain in the introduction why all the years were called extreme years. Later in 
the experimental setup we clearly demonstrate how we define out extreme melt 
temperatures.  



 
 
 

Lines 45-46:  Please reword this sentence.  It is a bit awkward and unclear what is 
meant. 

 We write now: 

”However, in 2019, the summit melted again. Within three days 97\% of the ice 
sheet surface was melted.” 

Lines 61-63:  Hanna et al., 2008 is an older reference.  Perhaps this statement 
could be expanded to include references that pertain to conclusions about the 
newest CMIP simulations, as well as other natural climate states that modulate 
melt (i.e. Delhasse et al, 2021) 

Well spotted we wanted to cite Delhasse here and added it now. 

  

Line 67: To best introduce the reader to the past work on this subject, please expand this 
statement and summarize the results from Delhasse et al., 2018 here (i.e. their results 
suggest that current projections neglect changes in extreme events, and so underestimate 
future reduction in SMB).  In addition, please frame how the experiments here relate to 
the Delhasse study.  For instance, Delhasse et al., 2018, specifically look at blocking 
patterns and therefore the spatial impact they have on Greenland SMB.  However, the 
study presented in this manuscript does not consider spatial patterns in temperature 
and SMB.  Please lead the reader through how the two studies connect, despite such 
disconnects. 

 

We now write: 

In a first study Delhasse et al. (2018) assesses the potential influence of an ongoing 
negative summer NAO under future warming. They simulated the observed 
circulation pattern from 2000 until 2017, repeatedly until until mid of this century, 
but with continuous warming at the boundary conditions. Thus they forced the 
atmosphere to the negative summer NAO and found a potential doubling of SMB 
loss compared to experiments with the same warming as boundary condition but 
no negative summer NAO. This approach estimates how such atmospheric 
conditions lead to generally warmer summers and include of course extreme 
summers as in e.g. 2012. However, this study does not disentangle the effect of the 
extremes alone and is limited to SMB changes only, neglecting the dynamic 
response of the ice sheet. 

  



 
 
 

Line 74: “do not consider changes” -> “do not consider ice response to changes in 
ocean-induced melt or basal sliding”, or something similar that is more 
descriptive of the processes you refer to here.  

Yes we changed that. 

  

Line 85: Please describe/cite the methods used for moving the grounding line and 
the calving front.  Is the calving from model independent from the retreat of the 
model extent on land?  Or are the plots of ice retreat (e.g. Fig. 1) just showing 
where ice thickness is <1m on land area that is above sea level? 

We now added our calving law criterion.  

  

Line 87: Please note what is the strongly negative SMB defined as. Is this negative 
SMB prescribed at the points in question? How does that work with the PDD 
scheme used for the experiments, and does it result in steep slopes and gradients 
at the edge of the ice sheet? 

Done, it basically means melting the ice away.  

  

Line 88: Please include how these melting rates are defined, and in the cases 
where the grounding line retreats and there is new interior floating ice, how are 
the submarine melting rates set? 

We now mention the constant submarine melt that is applied to all old and new ice 
cell in contact to ocean.  

  

Line 96: What is the reasoning behind the very fine vertical resolution?  Does the 
thermal model require this resolution? 

This of advantage when bootstrapping (refining ) the runs in the during the spin-up 
process and is done equal to Aschwanden et al. 2015.   

Line 97: Does the model treat 1m as ice as still part of the ice sheet, but these 
areas are then excluded from the analysis (and plotted as non-ice in your 
plots)?  Please specify this in the text for clarity. 



 
 
 

 We added, “when visualising our results.” 

Line 105: MAR3.9 “forced with” ERA-40 and ERA-Interim. Please note the year span 
that each reanalysis (40 vs. Interim) product is used. 

 Done. 

Lines 111-112:  Please specify at what point of the initialization (what year) this is 
done. 

We added,” when switching to the SIA+SSA regime “ 

  

Line 115:  Are these the values for the entire spin-up, or are they imposed at a 
certain time?  Please note that in the text. 

Yes, we added this now to the manuscript. 

Line 134: What are the criteria used to determine that these are agreeing 
well?  The trends are very different between the two starting in 2000, which - if I 
understand correctly - may suggest the model is not really responding 
dynamically to the shift in climate in 2000.  Also, for the SMB comparison in Fig. 
S3, is part of the discrepancy between PDD and Mouginot SMB because here it is 
shown with the control subtracted, but emphasis was placed on a SMB match 
without subtracting the control (i.e. results show in Fig. S12)?  Overall, it is unclear 
to me what the results in Fig. S3 mean, so perhaps you could use some more text 
to acknowledge some of the mismatch and offer explanation / argument on why 
that is, and justify why it is acceptable for your experiments. 

All estimations of SLR always calculate the cumulative mass changes, that deviate 
from a state in balance. Observed SMB changes are calculated by regional Models 
that can determine melt, accumulation refreezing and surface run off etc. They 
calculate SMB loss and their cumulative change can be translated into SLR, because 
they assume the GrIS is in balance, and only changes in SMB would change SLR. 
These models do not consider dynamic changes. To simulate closely this surface 
mass loss form MAR with our PDD model, we therefore only consider the SMB 
changes simulated by the PDD model, therefore also assuming that our model is in 
balance. These are essentially our SMB only runs but are not subtracted by a model 
drift.  This is done mainly in figure S12 and only for tunning the pdd model. So 
whenever we compare SMB changes of regional models we compare them to SMB 
only runs (without subtracting the drift). Figure S12 showed our closest fit for the 
entire century to MAR-SMB. Figure S3 now shows that if we look at SMB only 
scenarios (so our pdd model output) compared, to Mouginot the SMB loss is quite 
off. The SMB estimation of Mouginot was done with Regional Atmospheric Climate 



 
 
 

Model v2.3p2 downscaled at 1 km. As a comparison the MAR-original data (1km, 
resolution) is also depicted and already shows how big the difference between the 
regional models is. However, the total observed mass balance loss is what in the 
end would give the true SLR. Because we know our model is not in balance (but the 
GrIS might gave been), we have to subtract the drift in order to compare SLR 
correctly. Therefore, whenever we compare our experiments with each other we 
subtract the model drift, also when we compare it to “observations” that include 
dynamic changes. We added this explanation to the SI. And added more description 
in the text as well as in captions of the figures.  

  

Line 141: Please quantify “slight”. 

 We rearranged this sentence and eliminated the word “slight”. 

Line 159: Is this MIROC5? My understanding is that it is MAR-MIROC5.  Please note 
this accurately throughout the text and the supplement. 

No, we are talking about our derived scalar temperature field which we defined in the 
beginning. Also we are modifying in from 2100 with respect to the CMIP5 output so we 
think that sticking to MIROC5 should be ok. 

Line 164: Is this Fig S5? 

 Yes. 

Line 166: Is this Fig S12? 

 Yes, changed. 

Lines 163-166: This paragraph is overall confusing, perhaps because the figures 
names do not seem to line up with the text.  However, I suggest that it be 
rephrased to better explain what is meant by “the calculated SLR in this case is 
closer to the original MAR results than when using a 2D temperature field” and 
how it pertains to the particular Figure being referenced. 

 We changed the sentence to: SMB loss calculated by the PDD model seem to agree 
better with the MAR SMB loss when using such a scalar temperature field. 

Line 172: Please note here that the changes are being made to the forcing only 
during July. 

 Yes added. 



 
 
 

Line 198: In this figure you show the closest fit over the whole ice sheet, but what 
is the match like spatially after this tuning?  Are the gradients in SMB comparable 
at all? This is a pertinent question since these gradients will be driving the future 
slope change of the ice sheet and therefore its dynamic response. 

We agree with the reviewer that the future slope can determine the future dynamic 
response. However, where we want to a general assessment and do not want to 
investigate regional patterns. For a more correct regional representation a different 
experimental setup, would be need as e.g. fine resolution and flux correction. We 
believe that the overall response of the GrIS would still be the same and would 
experience an overall slowdown but this would need to be assessed in a future 
study and is mentioned in the discussion now. 

  

Line 199: Looking at S12, it looks like the best match was 5 degrees, but also with 
consideration to average temperature (as opposed to 2D)? Please specify. The S12 
caption also mentions that the result is time-dependent, but it is unclear what 
that means.  I urge the authors to include much more description and discussion 
of this method.  Currently, it is difficult to follow how the different standard 
deviation options are derived and then judged. A description of this method is 
important because results likely depend greatly on the resulting SMB that is 
derived by the method. 

 

Yes correct, interestingly the 1d temperature gives an overall better match with the 
pdd model than the 2d temperature fields. We also tried to change sigma in 
dependence of the time or temperature, this however did not led to any 
improvement so we started tuning the refreezing parameter. To not confuse the 
reader we will remove that line from the figure.  

  

Lines 202-203: What are these values typically set to in past studies? 

We added the comparison to the default settings and other studies. 

Line 207: Please specify surface temperature (to distinguish from ice 
temperature). 

 Done. 

Line 208: Please do not refer to model output as data.  This should be updated 
throughout the manuscript and in the supplement. 



 
 
 

We changed to “ouput” throughout the manuscript. 

  

Line 214: Is atmospheric lapse rate the same as the temperature lapse rate above 
in line 208?  If so, please use consistent wording for clarity. 

Yes, it is now “atmospheric temperature lapse rate “for both. 

  

Line 216: Please describe what the conditions are for the control run and how it is 
created somewhere in the methods or supplement. 

 Yes we added a sentence describing the control run in the method section . 

Line 222: Please quantify slight here, and reference the plot which shows this 

Yes, we do that now. 

  

Line 230: This conclusion seems a bit obvious, that if you greatly reduce the total 
SMB, Greenland will lose more mass.  As mentioned above, it would be very 
interesting if you added experiments that allowed you to determine if extreme 
events themselves, with respect to their frequency and intensity, cause a different 
response than an equivalent amount of SMB change applied throughout the 
year.  

 Yes, we totally agree and added a section in the result part on resolving extremes. 

Lines 243-248: Please reference figures and tables in this paragraph to help lead 
the reader through these results. 

Yes, we have created a figure and now reference it to the text. 

  

Lines 261-264: This is true, you are definitely testing something different, and 
here, you make the point that your experiments are not imposing SMB changes 
that are as extreme as Delhasse et al.’s permanent blocking conditions.  It is 
difficult to make the connection on why that comparison is important to the 
manuscript, because your experiments are so different.  Could you expound upon 
that in the text, and offer some more discussion around why this is an important 
point with respect to your study and results? 



 
 
 

 In our introduction we mention that the only other study that included extremes is 
the one from Delhasse et al. Therefore, the question arises how our study compares 
to this one. We think it is helpful to show why there is such a difference, because it 
is not clear that overall summer temperature variability  from 2000-2017  is so 
different to our MIRCO5 projection. In the discussion we compare our result to 
other studies and we think the one from Delhasse et al . should not be left out, but 
in order to do so we have to look at the SMB only scenarios and compare the same 
mean temperatures increases.  

 

 

Lines 271-274: Please make a specific mention of the ice elevation feedbacks here, 
since it is driving most of your results. 

Done.  

Lines 340-346: As mentioned above, it is clear that this study is much different 
from the Delhasse et al., 2018 study.  However, it is not clear what value 
comparison against their results brings to your manuscript. In addition, the last 
two sentences of this paragraph are awkward and difficult to interpret.  Please 
rephrase these sentences for clarity and to help the reader understand the value 
in comparison against the past study. 

The only other study that truly captures extremes as well is the one from Delhasse 
et al. (2018). As they use a regional atmospheric model we compare our results to 
the SMB-only runs. Compared to them, our experiments conducted here are rather 
conservative (at least on the short term) in the sense that the simulated SMB loss 
only increases by a factor of 1.2 and not 2 as by Delhasse et al. (2018) for 
comparable average warming. However, this can be attributed to the fact that 
Delhasse et al. (2018) approach re-simulated the total summer variability of 2000-
2017, while we here only increase the variability in July by extremes. Furthermore, it 
demonstrates that the projected MIROC5 variability is in general lower in the 
beginning of the century than the ERA observations from 2000-2017. Figure S16 
demonstrates the substantial increase of 0.7-0.8 ◦C in summer mean temperatures 
(on top of the average 1.5 ◦C and 2 ◦C), if we were to add the variability of the entire 
summers in 2000-2016 as from ERA observations (Dee et al., 2011). Adding the 
entire summer variability from ERA observations would clearly lead to more SMB 
loss and bring our results closer to the one of Delhasse et al. (2018). However, this 
method would not investigate the effect of extremes alone nor would it consider an 
increase in their variability throughout the century. 

 



 
 
 

  

Lines 350-352: Please add some text to explain to the reader what the results 
of these comparisons mean or suggest. What should be the reader’s 
takeaway? 

 Done. 

Discussion: Elevation feedback should be added to the discussion, beyond within 
the bounds of limitations, and the authors should add text interpreting the fact 
that ice dynamics without feedbacks do not really change much between the 
various experiments or over time. 

Done, we added in the discussing the stronger effect of the surface-elevation- 
feedback compared to the effect of the extremes. 

  

Line 365: Can you offer any reasons why your simulations show more 
sensitivity?  Have you tested whether it may be related to the refreeze factor or 
other tuning?  Are there comparable estimates of this feedback for the 
Aschwanden projections or others that use PISM? 

No, the only other studies where such a comparison was doable are listed in the 
discussion and are not done with PISM. We do not investigate the reason for that as 
our main focus is on the impact of extremes, and the surface elevation feedback 
does not influence the results. But generally with think this might be due to our 
tuning, as our refreezing parameter Is tuned to the temperature,.Thus an increasing 
temperature by the surface elevation increases mass loss not only due to more 
melting but also due to decreased refreezing.  

 

  

Lines 370-371: Note here that the tuning was done for total ice sheet-wide SMB. 

 Done. 

Lines 377-378: With the current experimental design, I would argue that instead of 
showing the importance of including extreme (short-term) events, your results 
show how important it is to capture feedbacks between atmospheric circulation, 
ice dynamics, ice surface change.  Such results suggest that the use of better 
surface models and a coupled ice-atmosphere setup for projections may be 
imperative to properly quantifying ice sheet response to future climate. Perhaps 



 
 
 

this is just a matter of how the text is currently worded, and I misunderstand your 
meaning here.  Please think about rephrasing and expanding the conclusion 
section to frame the conclusions and explicitly tie them to your results for the 
readers. 

We agree that in terms of additional SLR the effect of the surface feedback is greater 
than the one of the extremes. But as we show, we apparently have a high bias for 
this feedback and if this reduces, the effect of the extremes become more 
important.   However, due to its strong influence on SLR in our experiments we 
need to address it in our discussion.   The long term influence was studied in Zeitz et 
al. 2022 for different lapse rate factors. 

  

Figure 1: It is unclear how the ice front changes in the model, and what is being 
shown in this figure.  Are places <1m thickness indicated as bedrock? 

Yes ,anything, below 1m ice thickness is not shown, so either you can see the 
underlaying bedrock or the ocean. We updated our model description on calving . 

  

Figure 1: In panel (b), what does the reddish color along the edge of the ice mean? 

 We wrote in the caption: Red margin indicates the additional area becoming ice-
free due to extreme events compared to the MIROC5 RCP8.5 scenario without 
extremes.  

Figure 2: This please indicated MAR-MIROC5 instead of Miroc5, if that is indeed the 
case. 

As mentioned in the text before, as we use a the ice sheet wide average with other 
modulations for 2300, we want to stick to MIROC5.  

  

Line 383:  This seems to be the same link repeated.  Please add a link to the MAR-
MIROC5 results here. 

  Yes, we updated the link.                           

Figure S1: Please saturate the colors on this figure so that it is easier to see 
smaller changes. 

 Done.  



 
 
 

Figure S2, panel (c): This figure looks over-saturated.  It may help to expand the 
color bar bounds. 

 Agreed, we updated the figure now.  

Figure S3: Note that MAR should not be referred to as data.  Also, please add 
further explanation of what the orange line is. 

 Yes, we do that now. 

Figure S5: These differences look to directly correspond to where the dynamic 
speedups of the simulations are found (i.e. Fig. S22), suggesting that your results 
may be much different if you were to take 2D fields into consideration.  In the text 
(line 355), you mention that this treatment could potentially add a bias to the 
results.  I would argue that your results strongly suggest that the experimental 
design adds a bias.  Please update your wording to reflect this in the Limitations 
section of the text.  Do you have any thoughts on the magnitude of the total bias 
that this introduces?  It is likely related to your highly sensitive elevation feedback 
in the area.  In this case, it is not clear how meaningful your total number of sea 
level contribution are. Can you offer further justification for the experimental 
design (i.e. computational resources or other technical complexities)? 

We agree with the reviewer and now also give SLR increase in relative percent and 
quantify this bias. However, using a 1D scalar temperature field is a standard 
procedure when using PISM with the PDD model and there have been many 
publications with this setup (e.g. Zeitz et al. 2022,Aschwanden et al. 2019). Although 
this adds biases it also allows us to introduce the extremes in a simplified manner 
which is our main aim in this paper.  

  

Figure S8:  Please explicitly define std_extreme.  

 Done. 

Figure S11 panel (b): How much does this relationship vary over the ice sheet?  It 
likely varies seasonally - does this represent only Julys or summers?   

As we use a scalar temperature field we tune this coefficient for the entire GRIS and 
investigating the regional difference is beyond the scope of this study. Like for the 
tuning of the precipitation we use the annual mean temperatures and state this 
now in the figure caption. 

Figure S11 panel (c): Could you offer fit/regression statistics for the line?  What do 
the number of points represent here (i.e. what is your temporal resolution)? 



 
 
 

 As mentioned above, we tuned to the annual values and therefore the temporal 
resolution is annual. We no added the regression statistics.  

Figure S12: With total sea level on the y axis, would sea level equivalent be more 
appropriate of a label than SLR? 

 Yes, changed. 

Figure S15: The caption says 2300, but should be 2100 

 Changed. 

Figure S16: The caption of this figure is a bit misleading, because it sounds like 
you are comparing against Delhasse et al., 2018.  However, as far as I can tell, you 
are only plotting your results, and the reader will need to have the knowledge of 
the other manuscript to make a meaningful comparison.  Is there a way to add 
Delhasse et al., 2018 results here? This figure is also difficult to digest and needs 
much more explanation and interpretation in the caption or within the 
supplement text. For example, please explicitly clarify what each legend symbol 
means. 

Well not entirely as the purple dashed line is not wat we used but would be 
something closer to Delhasse et al. However, we hope we clarify this in the caption 
now.  

  

Figure S21: This figure needs a better explanation of what it is showing, or a 
rewording of the caption for clarity.  

Done. 

  

Figure S23: Please define what you mean by flux?  Is it ice flux through define 
gates on the ice sheet?  Is it equivalent to total ice discharge? 

Over the GrIS ice mask, PISM calculates the thickness of each cell the  vertically-
integrated horizontal flux. The mean gives and average flux of this aera which is not 
necessarily the ice discharge. We added this now in the figure. 

 

  



 
 
 

  

Below, I offer some other specific technical suggestions: 

  

Line 66:  “are” -> “would be” 

Agreed. 

  

Line 70, 76, 103, 150:  GRIS -> GrIS, please be consistent. 

 Done 

Line 131:  “These are” -> “This is” 

 Agreed, done. 

Line 381: pism->PISM 

 Done. 

Fig. 2, S4, S6, S7, S12, S26, Table S2: Miroc5->MIROC5 

 Done. 
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